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AGENDA
• Setting the Stage
• Case Study in Publishing Data
• Scenario Exercise & Discussion

THE VISION
“…science and engineering
digital data are routinely
deposited in well-documented
form, are regularly and easily
consulted and analyzed by
specialists and nonspecialists alike, are openly
accessible while suitably
protected, and are reliably
preserved…”
(NSF 2007)

THE CHALLENGE
“Small science researchers self report: no specific
person for data management/curation; data is likely
saved to hard drives in the lab and backed up on
CDs, usually by the students. While students have
received “research integrity” training (which focuses
on making data available upon request by funder,
publisher, or FOIA, etc.) it is not likely that anyone
could retrieve usable data easily or quickly.”
(D. Scott Brandt, Purdue University, Provost Fellowship Report, 2009)

JOURNAL ARTICLES

DATA SETS

WHAT ARE DATA?

(i) Research data is defined as the recorded
factual material commonly accepted in
the scientific community as necessary to
validate research findings…
OMB Circular A-110

WHAT ARE DATA?
“I prefer to think of research data as
information structured by methodology
and organized in digital products that
are used as evidence in the research
process.”
-Chuck Humphrey, University of Alberta
http://preservingresearchdataincanada.net
/2013/07/23/data-a-rose-by-any-other-name/

DATA LIFECYCLE MODELS

http://www.usgs.gov/datamanagement/why-dm/lifecycleoverview.php

DATA CURATION PROFILES TOOLKIT
• Information about a particular data set
• What a researcher is doing to manage / curate
the data set
• What a researcher would like to do with the data
– unmet needs
Toolkit - http://datacurationprofiles.org
Published DCPs - http://docs.lib.purdue.edu/dcp/

DATA CURATION PROFILE

COMPARING DATA LIFECYCLES

QUESTIONS ?
Jake Carlson
Associate Professor of Library Science
Data Services Specialist
jakecarlson@purdue.edu

SCENARIOS
Link to the Agronomy Scenario:
http://bit.ly/1mTPPLh
Link to the Comparative Literature
Scenario:
http://bit.ly/1jQ22fr

